
Some say that rich countries should help poor countries with trade, health and education. 
Do you agree or disagree? Give reasons for your answer and include examples from your 
experience.

Now, humans live in a century that many nations are becoming richer due to various factors, and on the 
opposite side countless countries are struggling with their poverty. While this is mainly argued that 
wealthy societies are better to help the ones which suffer from a lack of healthcare and an effective 
education system, the other group has a different opinion. I agree to some extent with this view.

Admittedly, living in a modern era calls for huge contributions among affluent and impoverished 
societies to create balance. Unpredictable issues for the world may result from poverty in many parts of 
the globe thus the most appropriate method might be for rich nations to support the poor ones. Initially, 
investing in the education system means that not only next do generations have a profound insight into 
their problems but also, they obtain the acquisition as to how to deal with them. Furthermore, plenty of 
deprived areas cannot import fundamental requirements for their people as their poor economy’s 
condition; therefore, commodity exchange might be regarded as the best possible choice. Some middle-
east and east countries are tangible examples. Should/were/had pp/

Moreover, if hardly does society can hardly continue its existence, it has an appropriate healthcare 
system. In other words, there is a need for capital for investing in suitable cures and also getting 
information about the various diseases. According to recent surveys in African societies, in which many 
rich countries are cooperating to have a better health condition, the spreading of fatal diseases will be 
considerably reduced. Since they are now, have access to health professionals, they receive mostly free 
drugs as well.

In conclusion, affluent societies play a significant role in a better life in deprived areas by investing their 
capital in education, healthcare, and finally economy to overcome the vicious cycle of poverty. 


